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TrueBoxing VR, a new virtual reality gaming platform, is set to redefine the gaming 
landscape with its highly immersive and adrenaline-pumping boxing experience. With 
realistic graphics, responsive controls, and dynamic gameplay mechanics, users will 
feel every punch, dodge, and block as they face challenging opponents. 

Key features of TrueBoxing VR include: 

1. Realistic Gameplay: TrueBoxing VR utilizes advanced motion tracking 
technology to deliver lifelike movements and actions, allowing players to throw 
punches with precision and accuracy. 

2. Engaging Opponents: Face off against a variety of computer-generated 
opponents, each with unique fighting styles and strategies. TrueBoxing VR's AI 
ensures that every match is a challenging and dynamic experience. 

3. Training and Fitness: Beyond gaming, TrueBoxing VR offers a range of training 
modes designed to improve boxing skills and provide an exhilarating workout 
experience. Features include padwork with a virtual coach and sparring 
exercises, giving players a comprehensive training regimen. Whether users are 
looking to hone their technique or break a sweat, TrueBoxing VR offers something 
for everyone. 

4. Career Mode: TrueBoxing VR features a comprehensive career mode where 
players can progress through a series of ten opponents, each increasingly 
difficult, to become the ultimate boxing champion. This mode provides a 
structured and rewarding gameplay experience. 

TrueBoxing VR is currently in early access and is slated for full release in Fall 2024. This 
early access period allows players to experience the game while providing valuable 
feedback to the developer for further enhancements. 

For more information about TrueBoxing VR and to stay updated on the latest news and 
developments, visit [website] and follow TrueBoxing VR on social media. 

About Peter Kärrlander: Peter Kärrlander, the solo developer behind TrueBoxing VR, is 
a former boxer and coach with a passion for technology and gaming. His unique 
background and expertise have culminated in the creation of TrueBoxing VR. 

Media Contact: [Peter Kärrlander, Developer. Contact: peter.karrlander@mac.com. 
Phone +46700827311. www.truboxingVR.com. Steam Page: 
https://store.steampowered.com/app/2556620/True_Boxing_VR/ 

 


